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The 920-246 practice exam is written and formatted by Certified Senior IT Professionals working in
today's prospering companies and data centers all over the world! The 920-246 Practice Test covers
all the exam topics and objectives and will prepare you for success quickly and efficiently.
The 920-246 exam is very challenging, but with our 920-246 questions and answers practice exam,
you can feel confident in obtaining your success on the 920-246 exam on your FIRST TRY!
Nortel 920-246 Exam Features
- Detailed questions and answers for 920-246 exam
- Try a demo before buying any Nortel exam
- 920-246 questions and answers, updated regularly
- Verified 920-246 answers by Experts and bear almost 100% accuracy
- 920-246 tested and verified before publishing
- 920-246 examcollection vce questions with exhibits
- 920-246 same questions as real exam with multiple choice options
Acquiring Nortel certifications are becoming a huge task in the field of I.T. More over these
exams like 920-246 exam are now continuously updating and accepting this challenge is itself a task.
This 920-246 test is an important part of Nortel certifications. We have the resources to
prepare you for this. The 920-246 exam is essential and core part of Nortel certifications and
once you clear the exam you will be able to solve the real life problems yourself.Want to take
advantage of the Real 920-246 Test and save time and money while developing your skills to pass
your Nortel 920-246 Exam? Let us help you climb that ladder of success and pass your 920-246 now!
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Question: 1
A customer is planning protection for their WLAN. Part of their basic plan is to use a closed
system. Which statement describes a closed system?
A. SSID is not broadcast.
B. IPSec is implemented.
C. WEP encryption is used.
D. Only specific MAC addresses have access to the WLAN.
Answer: A
Question: 2
A customer is setting up their WLAN 2300 series to provide security. They have an existing PKI
environment in place, and would like to leverage the existing environment. Which supported
authentication/encryption method will meet this requirement?
A. PEAP
B. EAP-TLS
C. EAP-MD5
D. WPA-PSK
Answer: B
Question: 3
A customer is using the WMS 2300 planning tool to plan wireless coverage for a site. An
important part of this configuration is properly configuring the layout. What is the most important
consideration when configuring the layout using the WMS planning tool?
A. the location of the APs
B. the number of security switches
C. the proper scaling of the document
D. a location of the seed Wireless Security Switch
Answer: C
Question: 4
WLAN management system 2300 allows you to create a network plan. This plan can optionally
be saved into a standard format. Which program is used to view a network plan?
A. Text Editor
B. Adobe Acrobat
C. Microsoft PowerPoint
D. Standard web browser
Answer: D
Question: 5
A customer is setting up their WLAN 2300 series to provide security. They need to provide for
encryption and authentication via 802.1x. Which two supported authentication/encryption
methods will meet this requirement? (Choose two.)
A. PEAP
B. EAP-TLS
C. EAP-MD5
D. MAC authentication
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